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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a vacuum cir-
cuit breaker, and more particularly, to an interlock appa-
ratus for preventing (prohibiting) a main body of the vac-
uum circuit breaker from being drawn out or drawn in
when the ground switch of the vacuum circuit breaker is
located at a ground position.

2. Description of the Conventional Art

[0002] Typically, a vacuum circuit breaker is an electric
power device mounted in a circuit breaker chamber of
the switchgear (i.e., in other words electric power distrib-
uting board) to connect a primary side (electric power
receiving side) circuit with a secondary side (electric pow-
er distributing side) circuit, thereby allowing a normal cur-
rent conduction to supply electric power to load-side de-
vices in normal times. Also, the vacuum circuit breaker
is an electric power device for breaking the electric circuit
to protect electric power lines and load devices when a
fault current such as a short circuit current occurs, and
handling high voltages above several thousand kilovolts
or ultra-high voltages above several tens of thousand
kilovolts.
[0003] In addition, the vacuum circuit breaker is con-
figured with a structure that a circuit breaker main body
can be moved to a drawing-in position where it is con-
nected to the electric circuit and a drawing-out position
where it is separated from the circuit, within the circuit
breaker chamber. In other words, it is configured such a
manner that the circuit breaker main body can be drawn
out with only simple manipulation when performing the
maintenance of the vacuum circuit breaker, and also the
circuit breaker main body can be simply moved to the
drawing-in position when completing the maintenance.
For the detailed construction and operation for drawing
in or out such a drawing-out type vacuum circuit breaker,
see Korean Grant Patent No. 10-0324492 (Title of the
invention: Device for transferring movable unit of circuit
breaker) which is filed and registered by the applicant of
the present invention.
[0004] On the other hand, the operation for discharging
a current charged on the secondary side (load-side) con-
duction portion on the circuit is necessarily required to
protect an operator from the safety accidents of electric
shock when implementing the maintenance of the circuit
breaker main body. The technologies for discharging the
charged current have been developed from the prior art
in which a user directly discharges the current charged
on each phase conductive portion of the three-phases
alternate current using the ground rod to a technology in
which the charged three-phases currents can be dis-
charged at the same time by using an ground switch.

Accordingly, while discharging the ground, it is used a
ground discharging method using an ground switch ca-
pable of minimizing a power failure time during the main-
tenance and securing the user’s safety, and the ratio of
switchgears (distributing board panels) using such a
technology has been increased. For the construction and
operation of an ground switch for providing a concurrent
three-phases automatic grounding function disclosed
herein, see Korean Grant Patent No. 10-0505053 (Title
of the invention: Toggle-type ground switch for a multi
pole circuit breaker) which is filed and registered by the
applicant of the present invention.
[0005] There is a function that should be necessarily
secured when applying such a structure, which is a func-
tion for preventing the circuit breaker main body from
being driven at the ON position by moving it to the draw-
ing-in position in a state that an ground switch for dis-
charging secondary-side charged current in a circuit
(namely, at the ground position) is on. If electric power
source is applied to the circuit when the circuit breaker
is on in a state that the secondary-side (load-side) circuit
is connected to the ground, then it may result in a ground
fault, thereby causing enormous damage. As a result, it
is required an interlock apparatus in which the ON ma-
nipulation of the ground switch and the drawing-in posi-
tion movement manipulation of the circuit breaker are
interlocked to prohibit (prevent) the operation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] According to the present invention, there is pro-
vided a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacuum
circuit breaker, the apparatus being arranged to be inter-
locked with ground switches of the vacuum circuit break-
er, which are for transferring the rotational torque of a
ground operating shaft to drive three-phases ground
switches to the ground position at the same time, the
apparatus comprising: a drive spindle for drawing in or
out a main body of the vacuum circuit breaker; a movable
plate provided with a connection hole to which the front
end of a manipulation handle for rotating the drive spindle
may be connected, the movable plate being movable be-
tween a manipulation handle connection allowance po-
sition for allowing the manipulation handle to be connect-
ed to the drive spindle and a manipulation handle con-
nection prohibition position for prohibiting the manipula-
tion handle to be connected to the drive spindle; a first
interlock plate connected to the movable plate and mov-
able to move the movable plate to the manipulation han-
dle connection allowance position or the manipulation
handle connection prohibition position; and a second in-
terlock plate arranged to be moved to a lock position for
locking the first interlock plate at the manipulation handle
connection prohibition position when the ground switch-
es are at a ground position and movable to a releasing
position for releasing the first interlock plate when the
ground switches are not at a ground position.
[0007] Embodiments of the present invention can pro-
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vide a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacuum
circuit breaker for prohibiting a handle driving and ma-
nipulating a drawing-in/out drive spindle from being driv-
en and connected to prevent the drawing-in or drawing-
out of the circuit breaker main body when the installed
ground switch is at a ground position in a switchgear in-
tegrated with a vacuum circuit breaker.
[0008] Document DE 16 19 452 discloses a drive spin-
dle mechanism for vacuum circuit breaker with a movable
plate.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specifi-
cation, illustrate embodiments of the invention and to-
gether with the description serve, by way of example, to
explain the principles of the invention.
[0010] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating the configu-
ration of a ground switch interlock apparatus of a
vacuum circuit breaker according to a preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention, in which a manip-
ulation handle is not connected to a spindle when
the ground switch is not at a ground position;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view illustrating the configu-
ration of a ground switch interlock apparatus of a
vacuum circuit breaker according to a preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention, in which a manip-
ulation handle is connected to a spindle when the
ground switch is not at a ground position;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view illustrating the configu-
ration of a ground switch interlock apparatus of a
vacuum circuit breaker according to a preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention, in which the loca-
tion of a ground switch interlock apparatus is shown
and a manipulation handle is attempted to be con-
nected to a spindle when the ground switch is at a
ground position;
FIG. 4 is an operation state perspective view illus-
trating the system configuration of an overall ground
switch interlock apparatus including a ground switch
and an interlock operating mechanism in a ground
switch interlock apparatus of a vacuum circuit break-
er according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, in which the interlock operating
mechanism is not operated, a manipulation handle
connection hole is shielded by a door plate to disable
the connection of the handle of manipulating the
ground switch, and a circuit breaker main body can
be transferred to a drawing-in or drawing-out posi-
tion; and
FIG. 5 is an operation state perspective view illus-
trating the system configuration of an overall ground
switch interlock apparatus including a ground switch
and an interlock operating mechanism in a ground

switch interlock apparatus of a vacuum circuit break-
er according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, in which the interlock operating
mechanism is operated, a manipulation handle con-
nection hole is opened by a door plate to enable the
connection of the handle of manipulating the ground
switch, and a circuit breaker main body cannot be
transferred to a drawing-in or drawing-out position.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] The objective of the present invention, as well
as the configuration and working effect thereof to accom-
plish the foregoing objective will be clearly understood
by the following description for the preferred embodi-
ments of present invention with reference to the accom-
panying FIGS. 1 through 5.
[0012] A ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacu-
um circuit breaker according to a preferred embodiment
of the present invention comprises a drive spindle 20, a
movable plate 40, a first interlock plate 50, and a second
interlock plate 60, as illustrated in FIGS. 1 through 3,.
[0013] In addition, the ground switch interlock appara-
tus of a vacuum circuit breaker according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention may further com-
prise an interlock operating mechanism 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, as illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5.
[0014] First, referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, the configura-
tion of a ground switch actuating mechanism and the
configuration of the interlock operating mechanisms 91,
92, 93, 94, 95, 96 will be described as follows.
[0015] The ground switch actuating mechanism com-
prises a ground operating shaft 81, a cam 82, a rod 83,
a link pin 84, a first arm 85, a main shaft 86, a second
arm 87, and a ground switch 88. The ground switch ac-
tuating mechanism may further comprise a ground switch
operating panel 80 for allowing the user to access the
ground switch actuating mechanism. On a front plate of
the ground switch operating panel 80, it is exposed a
handle connection end portion 81 a of the ground oper-
ating shaft 81. On a front plate of the ground switch op-
erating panel 80, it is also provided a manipulation handle
connection hole 80a for allowing the connection of the
manipulation handle (not shown in drawing, but the ma-
nipulation handle illustrated reference numeral 70 in
FIGS. 1 through 3 may be commonly used).
[0016] The ground operating shaft 81 is a rotation shaft
provided to be extended from the manipulation handle
connection end portion 81 a exposed on a front plate
thereof to the rear side. For the ground operating shaft
81, the cross section of the manipulation handle connec-
tion end portion 81a has a rectangular cross-sectional
view for non-slippery connection of the manipulation han-
dle. The remaining portion of the ground operating shaft
81 may be configured with a circular metal rod.
[0017] The cam 82 for converting the rotational move-
ment of the ground operating shaft 81 to the linear move-
ment thereof is supported at a rear end portion of the
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ground operating shaft 81. A portion of the cam 82, op-
posite to the portion by which the ground operating shaft
81 is supported, is connected to a lower portion of the
rod 83 by a connecting means such as a connecting pin.
[0018] The rod 83 linearly moves to be lifted up and
down according to the rotation of the cam 82. The main
shaft 86 is connected to an upper portion of the rod 83
by the link pin 84 and the first arm 85.
[0019] An end portion of the main shaft 86 (right end
portion in FIGS. 4 and 5) is connected to the first arm 85
by a connection method, such as welding, to be rotated
together with the main shaft 86. An end portion of the
first arm 85 is connected to the rod 83 by the link pin 84.
As a result, as the rod 83 is lifted up and down, the first
arm 85 and the main shaft 86 will be rotated in a counter-
clockwise or clockwise direction.
[0020] On an axis of the main shaft 86, three second
arms 87 are provided to be extended in a perpendicular
direction at regular intervals to correspond to the three-
phases alternate currents with respect to an axial direc-
tion of the main shaft 86.
[0021] Each of the second arms 87 is connected to
three ground switches 88 at predetermined intervals to
correspond to the three-phases alternate currents, re-
spectively, by a connecting means such as a bolt and
nut. As a result, the three second arms 87 and the three
ground switches 88 will be rotated together in the same
direction by the rotation of the main shaft 86.
[0022] The ground switches 88 allows the remaining
current charged at a load-side of the circuit to be dis-
charged to the earth when connected to the ground por-
tion which is not illustrated in the drawing.
[0023] On the other hand, the configuration of the in-
terlock operating mechanism 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97
will be described with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5.
[0024] The interlock operating mechanism 91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97 comprise a actuating shaft 93 to be rotated
by an motorized or manual driving torque and a power
conversion mechanism 94, 95, 96, 97 driven and con-
nected to the operating shaft93 to convert a rotational
torque of the actuating shaft 93 to a linear torque pushing
the second interlock plate 60.
[0025] According to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, the actuating shaft 93 may be config-
ured with a metal rod having a rectangular cross-section-
al view and a predetermined length. The actuating shaft
93 is provided to be extended to a rear side of the ground
switch operating panel 80 in parallel to the operating
shaft81 of the ground switch actuating mechanism.
[0026] According to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, the interlock operating mechanism 91,
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97 may further include an interlock
plate operating lever 91, and a door plate 92.
[0027] The interlock plate operating lever 91 is a
means for allowing the user to manually actuate the ac-
tuating shaft 93, thereby driving the ground switch inter-
lock apparatus of a vacuum circuit breaker according to
the present invention to a position allowing or prohibiting

the drawing-in or drawing-out position of the circuit break-
er main body. The interlock plate operating lever 91 is
configured with a lever connected to a front end portion
of the actuating shaft 93 and extended by a predeter-
mined length in a perpendicular direction with respect to
an axial direction of the actuating shaft 93, thereby al-
lowing the user to grip and rotatably actuate in a clock-
wise or counter-clockwise direction.
[0028] The door plate 92 is configured with a plate con-
nected to an axis of the actuating shaft 93 by welding or
a connecting member, such as a connecting pin, to be
rotated together with the actuating shaft 93. Furthermore,
the door plate 92 is located between a manipulation han-
dle connection hole 80a on a front plate of the operating
panel 80 and a handle connection end portion 81 a of
the operating shaft81 at a rear side thereof. The door
plate 92 is supported by the actuating shaft 93 to be ro-
tated to a position allowing the access of the manipulation
handle to open the manipulation handle connection hole
80a and a position prohibiting the access of the manip-
ulation handle to close the manipulation handle connec-
tion hole 80a with respect to the ground operating shaft
81 according to the rotation position of the actuating shaft
93. The shape of the door plate 92 is not limited to a
specific shape and may be sufficient with a plate member
having a size and/or area capable of opening or closing
the manipulation handle connection hole 80a according
to the rotation position of the actuating shaft 93.
[0029] The power conversion mechanism 94, 95, 96,
97 may include a lever plate 94 and an interlock lever
96. The power conversion mechanism 94, 95, 96, 97 may
further include a supporting plate 95 and a pivot shaft 97.
[0030] The lever plate 94 is a metal plate material sup-
ported by the actuating shaft 93 to be rotated according
to the rotation of the actuating shaft 93, for instance, and
the lever plate 94 may be configured with a substantially
"U"-shaped plate material according to a preferred em-
bodiment of the present invention. When the user rotates
the interlock plate operating lever 91 of the actuating shaft
93 in a counter-clockwise direction in the drawing to ac-
tuate the ground switch 88 to a ground position, the lever
plate 94 is in a vertically erected position. When the user
rotates the ground switch 88 from the ground position to
a non-ground position to locate it to its original position
and then rotates the interlock plate operating lever 91 of
the actuating shaft 93 in a clockwise direction in the draw-
ing to a position where the door plate 92 closes the ma-
nipulation handle connection hole 80a, the lever plate 94
is in a horizontally laid position.
[0031] The interlock lever 96 is positioned within a ro-
tation locus of the rotating lever plate 94 to be pushed
and rotated by the rotating lever plate 94, and has a por-
tion being linearly moved along the rotation. More spe-
cifically, the interlock lever 96 may be configured with a
substantially laid "U"-type metal plate material, and a bot-
tom surface (lower surface) 96a of the interlock lever 96
is a power receiving surface being pressed by the rotating
lever plate 94 to receive rotational driving torque. A lower
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end portion of the interlock lever 96 is supported by the
pivot shaft 97 to rotate the interlock lever 96 using the
pivot shaft 97 as a pivot. The interlock lever 96 may in-
clude a pressing plate portion 96b at one side of the upper
portion thereof that is slantly moved in a lateral direction
to the left or right side in FIGS. 4 and 5 according to the
rotation of the interlock lever 96, pressing and pushing
the second interlock plate 60 or being separated and re-
tracted from the second interlock plate 60.
[0032] The supporting plate 95 included in the power
conversion mechanism 94, 95, 96, 97 is a plate for rotat-
ably supporting the interlock lever 96 through the rotation
supporting shaft 97, and the rotation supporting shaft 97
is fixed and supported to the supporting plate 95. For the
supporting plate 95, as illustrated in FIG. 5, a first stopper
portion 95a and a second stopper portion 95b are pro-
vided at a position contacted in a state of the lever plate
94 being erected and a position contacted in a state of
the lever plate 94 being laid in a rotation locus of the lever
plate 94, respectively. The first stopper portion 95a and
the second stopper portion 95b may be formed by cutting
and bending the relevant portion of the supporting plate
95. The rotation of the lever plate 94 in a counter-clock-
wise direction in the drawing may be limited to be stopped
in the erected state by the first stopper portion 95a, and
the rotation of the lever plate 94 in a clockwise direction
in the drawing may be limited to be stopped in the laid
state by second stopper portion 95b.
[0033] On the other hand, referring to FIGS. 1 through
3, the configuration of a drive spindle 20, a movable plate
40, a first interlock plate 50, and a second interlock plate
60 in a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacuum
circuit breaker according to a preferred embodiment of
the present invention will be described as follows.
[0034] The drive spindle 20 is provided to draw in or
out a main body (not shown) of the vacuum circuit breaker
loaded on the movable carriage 10, and meshed with a
corresponding nut of a nut assembly 30 which will be
described later, and configured with a rod typically made
of steel materials to be forwarded or retracted through
the nut with reference to the nut, and a threaded surface
thereof is formed on most of the circumferential surface
of along a length direction of the rod. The main body (not
shown) of the vacuum circuit breaker is a main circuit
portion of the vacuum circuit breaker, which comprises
a vacuum interrupter provided for each phase of the
three-phases alternate current, a switching mechanism
for switching a movable contactor of the vacuum inter-
rupter, a trip mechanism for triggering the switching
mechanism to be operated to a trip position, and the like,
and it is well known and thus the detailed illustration and
description thereof will be omitted not to obscure the sub-
ject matter of the present invention. A pressing plate 21
is connected and provided at a rear end portion of the
drive spindle 20, and the pressing plate 21 is forwarded
or retracted on a carriage bottom surface 10b of the mov-
able carriage 10. The nut assembly 30 may include a
clutch pin having a position being separated from an outer

circumferential surface of the nut to idly rotate the drive
spindle 20 and a position being connected to an outer
circumferential surface of the nut to rotate the nut togeth-
er with the drive spindle 20 or stop the nut and a return
spring thereof. When the main body of the vacuum circuit
breaker is at a drawing-in position being connected to a
terminal of the corresponding cradle, in other words,
when the drive spindle 20 is in a state of being retracted
from the position illustrated in FIG. 1 and the movable
carriage 10 being forwarded, the pressing plate 21 press-
es the relevant clutch pin to move it to a separated posi-
tion, thereby operating the drive spindle 20 to be idly ro-
tated. For the more detailed description and illustration
for the construction and operation of the drive spindle 20,
nut assembly 30, and pressing plate 21, it may be pos-
sible to refer to the disclosure of Korean Grant Patent
No. 10-0324492 (Title of the invention: Device for trans-
ferring movable unit of circuit breaker) which has been
described in the background of the present invention.
[0035] The movable plate 40 may be moved to a ma-
nipulation handle connection allowance position for al-
lowing the manipulation handle 70 to be connected to
the drive spindle 20 and a manipulation handle connec-
tion prohibition position for prohibiting the manipulation
handle 70 to be connected to the drive spindle 20. Here,
the position as illustrated in FIG. 2 may be referred to for
the manipulation handle connection allowance position,
and the position as illustrated in FIG. 3 may be referred
to for the manipulation handle connection prohibition po-
sition. The movable plate 40 may be provided with a con-
nection hole 40a to which a front end portion 70a of the
manipulation handle 70 for rotating the drive spindle 20
is connected.
[0036] A front surface of the switchgear (in other words
power distributing board) is provided with a girder as-
sembly 1 fixably installed at a front surface of the switch-
gear as a means of allowing the access for connecting
the manipulation handle 70 and supporting a front end
portion of the manipulation handle 70, and the movable
plate 40 can be moved to a position being approached
to the girder assembly 1 or being apart from the girder
assembly 1 with reference to the girder assembly 1.
[0037] The girder assembly 1 is fixably installed at a
front surface of the switchgear (namely, distributing
board panel), but on the contrary, the movable carriage
10 supporting the circuit breaker main body (not shown)
can be moved to a position being approached to the gird-
er assembly 1 or being apart from the girder assembly
1. In other words, by moving the movable carriage 10 to
a position being approached to the girder assembly 1,
the circuit breaker main body may separated from a ter-
minal of the cradle for circuit connection being fixed at a
rear side of the switchgear to be located at a drawing-
out position. Otherwise, by moving the movable carriage
10 to a position being apart from the girder assembly 1,
the circuit breaker main body may be located at a draw-
ing-in position mechanically and electrically connected
to a terminal of the cradle for circuit connection being
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fixed at a rear side of the switchgear. For the movement,
the movable carriage 10 is configured with a top opened
box-type body, and a pair of wheels 10a provided at both
sides of the relevant body, respectively.
[0038] The first interlock plate 50 is connected to the
movable plate 40, and may be moved in a forward or
backward direction by a distance d1 in FIG. 3 to move
the movable plate 40 to the manipulation handle connec-
tion allowance position or the manipulation handle con-
nection prohibition position. Referring to FIGS. 1 through
3, a lengthwise end portion (right-side end portion in the
drawing) of the movable plate 40 is connected to the first
interlock plate 50 by a connecting screw 41. An other end
portion (left-side end portion in the drawing) is made in
a perpendicular direction from the movable plate 40, and
connected to be extended into the movable carriage 10
through the girder assembly 1, and connected to a bal-
ance lever to which reference number is not assigned.
An opening 11a into or out of which the first interlock
plate 50 is allowed to be entered on a front plate 11 of
the movable carriage 10 is provided at a position sepa-
rated from a central portion through which the drive spin-
dle 20 is penetrated in a lateral direction of the predeter-
mined distance. For the first interlock plate 50, a front
portion close to the movable plate 40 is formed with a
straight plate portion which is vertically erected to be eas-
ily entered in or out through the opening 11a of the front
plate 11 of the carriage. However, for the non-slanted
balanced in-and-out movement of the first interlock plate
50, the remaining length portion of the first interlock plate
50 has an "L"-shaped longitudinal cross-section at which
a horizontal plate portion is formed to be extended at the
vertically erected straight plate portion. Furthermore, for
the first interlock plate 50, a latch portion 50a, which is
latched by the peripheral portion of the opening 11a on
the front plate 11 of the carriage to restrict the movement
of the first interlock plate 50, is provided at the vertically
erected straight plate portion formed at the front end por-
tion to be extended in a horizontal direction from an upper
portion of the straight plate portion.
[0039] In order to safely guide the in-and-out move-
ment of the first interlock plate 50, a guide rail 51 is pro-
vided fixedly on a bottom surface 10b of the movable
carriage 10 in an in-and-out movement direction of the
first interlock plate 50, in other words, in a length direction
of the movable carriage 10, with a predetermined length.
The guide rail 51 may be configured with a plate member,
a lower portion of which is opened with a substantially
"U" shape according to an embodiment of the present
invention. An extension plate portion 51a is provided at
a rear end portion of the guide rail 51 to be extended from
the guide rail 51 to a side of the front end portion 60b of
the second interlock plate 60.
[0040] A ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacu-
um circuit breaker according to a preferred embodiment
of the present invention may further include a stopper
means for restricting the movement of the first interlock
plate 50 to a rear side. The stopper means may include

a peripheral portion of the opening 11 a into or out of
which the first interlock plate 50 is entered on a front plate
11 of the movable carriage 10 supporting the main body
of the vacuum circuit breaker to be transferred to a draw-
ing-in position or drawing-out position, and a latch portion
50a formed to be extended from the first interlock plate
50 and latched by the peripheral portion of the opening
11 a to restrict the movement of the first interlock plate 50.
[0041] The second interlock plate 60 can be moved to
a position for locking the first interlock plate 50 at the
manipulation handle connection prohibition position (in
other words, a position where the first interlock plate 50
is drawn out of the movable carriage 10 to be restrained
in a retractably moved state) when the ground switch 88
is at a ground position or a position for releasing from the
restraint of the first interlock plate 50 (in other words, a
position where the first interlock plate 50 is drawn into
the movable carriage 10 and released to be moved for-
ward) when the ground switch 88 is not at the ground
position. The movement of the second interlock plate 60
to a locking position or releasing position is accomplished
by laterally moving the second interlock plate 60 to a left
or right side thereof. On the contrary, the first interlock
plate 50 can be moved in a forward or backward direction
on the movable carriage 10. The second interlock plate
60 may be configured with a metal rod member having
a substantially flat plate shape according to a preferred
embodiment of the present invention. The second inter-
lock plate 60 is entered in or out through an gateway
formed at a sidewall of the movable carriage 10. The
second interlock plate 60 may have a front end portion
60b located to be protruded from the sidewall of the mov-
able carriage 10 in normal times. The front end portion
60b may have a pointed front shape to be adapted to
receive applied pressure by a plate surface of the press-
ing plate portion (see reference numeral 96b in FIGS. 4
and 5) of the driving mechanism (which will be described
later with reference to FIGS. 4 and 5).
[0042] A return spring 62 is provided between the sec-
ond interlock plate 60 and the carriage bottom surface
10b of the movable carriage 10. An end portion of the
relevant return spring 62 is connected and supported to
the carriage bottom surface 10b of the movable carriage
10 and the other end portion thereof is connected to and
supported by the second interlock plate 60. The return
spring 62 imposes elastic force to the second interlock
plate 60 so that the front end portion 60b of the second
interlock plate 60 is protruded from a sidewall of the mov-
able carriage 10. Accordingly, if applied pressure by a
plate surface of the interlock mechanism of the ground
switch is removed when the ground switch is at a ground
position, then the front end portion 60b of the second
interlock plate 60 that has been entered into the movable
carriage 10 as illustrated in FIG. 3 is returned to a position
protruded from the sidewall of the movable carriage 10
by the elastic force of the return spring 62 as illustrated
in FIGS. 1 and 2.
[0043] A ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacu-
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um circuit breaker according to a preferred embodiment
of the present invention may further include a guide
mechanism 61, 60a, 51, 51a, 60c for guiding the move-
ment of the second interlock plate 60.
[0044] When moving to the locking position and the
position for releasing the restraint, the guide mechanism
61, 60a, 51, 51 a, 60c guides the second interlock plate
60 to be horizontally moved in a lateral direction to the
left or right side when moving to the locking position or
the position for releasing the restraint. The guide mech-
anism 61, 60a, 51, 51a, 60c comprise a guide protruding
portion 61 fixed to the carriage bottom surface 10b of the
movable carriage 10 and a guide long hole portion 60a
provided on the second interlock plate 60. The guide long
hole portion 60a is provided to accommodate the guide
protruding portion 61 and restrict the movement of the
second interlock plate 60. The guide mechanism 61, 60a,
51, 51 a, 60c may further comprise a guide rail 51 for
guiding the movement of the first interlock plate 50, an
extension plate portion 51a extended from the guide rail
51, and a slide extension portion 60c formed to be ex-
tended from the second interlock plate 60 to slide on a
surface of the extension plate portion 51 a.
[0045] Referring to FIGS. 1 through 3, a first supporting
plate 42 is separated from the movable plate 40 by a
separation distance determined by the spacer pin 46 to
a rear side thereof and provided at a rear side of the
movable plate 40. The first supporting plate 42 is con-
nected to the movable plate 40 through the spacer pin
46, and thus the first supporting plate 42 is moved to-
gether along the movement in a forward or backward
direction of the movable plate 40.
[0046] A second supporting plate 43 is fixably provided
at a further rear side of the first supporting plate 42. For
a pair of spring supporting pins 44, the head portion there-
of is supported at a front surface of the movable plate
40, and the a rear end portion of the pair of spring sup-
porting pins 44 is extended from the head portion through
the movable plate 40 and the first supporting plate 42 to
be connected to the head portion. Accordingly, the mov-
able plate 40, first supporting plate 42, and the second
supporting plate 43 are connected to one another by a
pair of spring supporting pins 44. A return spring 45 is
provided on a circumferential surface of the spring sup-
porting pin between the first supporting plate 42 and sec-
ond supporting plate 43. The return spring 45 elastically
bias the movable plate 40 to be located at the manipu-
lation handle connection allowance position.
[0047] The operation of a ground switch interlock ap-
paratus of a vacuum circuit breaker having the foregoing
construction according to the present invention will be
described as follows with respect to FIGS. 1 through 5.
[0048] First, it is assumed that the movable carriage
10 is in a drawn-out state to be approached to the girder
assembly 1 as illustrated in FIG. 1, and the pressing plate
portion 96b of the interlock lever 96 in the interlock op-
erating mechanism 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97 is in a state
of being separated from the second interlock plate 60(in

a state that the main body of circuit breaker supported
by the movable carriage 10 is separated from the termi-
nals of the cradle to be separated from the circuit at this
time).
[0049] At this time, the first interlock plate 50 releases
the second interlock plate 60, and thus if the manipulation
handle 70 is inserted and pressed into a connection hole
40a of the movable plate 40, then the movable plate 40
is moved (retracted) to a rear side while the return spring
45 is compressed as illustrated in FIG. 2. As a result, a
handle connection end portion of the driving spindle 20
extended to a central handle insertion hole of the second
supporting plate 43 is connected to a front end portion
70a of the manipulation handle 70 while the first support-
ing plate 42 is brought into contact with the second sup-
porting plate 43,
[0050] At this time, furthermore, if the manipulation
handle 70 is rotatably driven be in one direction, for in-
stance, in a counter-clockwise direction, then the drive
spindle 20 is rotated in a counter-clockwise direction and
the nut assembly 30 is fixed such that the drive spindle
20 is drawn out to a side of the girder assembly 1, in other
words, forward direction. Accordingly, the movable car-
riage 10 is moved (retracted) in an opposite direction
thereof, i.e., in a direction of being apart from the girder
assembly 1. Since the direction of being apart from the
girder assembly 1 is, in other words, a direction of being
approached to a terminal of the cradle connected to the
circuit, a terminal of the circuit breaker main body (not
shown) is connected to the terminal of the cradle by the
retracted movement of the movable carriage 10, and thus
it will be a closing possible position capable of electrically
connecting a circuit between an electrical power source
and an electrical load. Here, the expression of closing
possible position is used because the movable contactor
and stationary contactor of a vacuum interrupter for each
phase in the circuit breaker main body should be in a
contacting state in addition to the closing possible posi-
tion to be a closing state that the power-source and the
load of the circuit are electrically connected to each other
through a vacuum circuit breaker according to the
present invention.
[0051] On the other hand, as illustrated in FIG. 3, in a
drawn-out state that the movable carriage 10 is ap-
proached to the girder assembly 1 (at this time, in a state
that the circuit breaker main body supported by the mov-
able carriage 10 is separated from the terminal of the
cradle to be separated from the circuit), the operation
when driving the ground switch 88 to a ground position
may be carried out as follows.
[0052] Referring to FIG. 5, if the user operates to rotate
the interlock plate operating lever 91 installed to be ex-
posed on a front plate of the ground switch operating
panel 80 in a counter-clockwise direction, then the actu-
ating shaft 93 is rotated in a counter-clockwise direction
by a counter-clockwise rotational driving torque. Accord-
ingly, the lever plate 94 that has been in the laid state in
FIG. 4 pushes a bottom surface 96a of the interlock lever
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96 while being rotated in a counter-clockwise direction
to the erected state as illustrated in FIG. 5. Accordingly,
the interlock lever 96 is also rotated in a counter-clock-
wise direction around the rotation supporting shaft 97.
Along the counter-clockwise rotation of the interlock lever
96, the pressing plate portion 96b provided at an upper
portion of the interlock lever 96 presses and pushes the
front end portion 60b of the second interlock plate 60
positioned to face each other on the moving path while
being laterally moved to the left side in the drawing.
[0053] Accordingly, the second interlock plate 60 is
moved in a lateral direction, i.e., in a left direction in the
drawing while being guided by the guide mechanism 61,
60a, 51, 51a, 60c, i.e., the guide protruding portion 61,
the guide long hole portion 60a, the guide rail 51, the
extension plate portion 51a, and the slide extension por-
tion 60c.
[0054] At this time, the second interlock plate 60 is
moved in a lateral direction to the left side only by a length
of the guide long hole portion 60a, and by the lateral
movement, a end portion of the second interlock plate
60 in the movable carriage 10 lock the first interlock plate
50 which is drawn out to the front side as illustrated in
FIG. 1.
[0055] Accordingly, the first supporting plate 42 and
the second supporting plate 43 are maintained in a state
of being separated by a distance d1.
[0056] In this state, as illustrated in FIG. 3, even when
the manipulation handle 70 is inserted and pressed into
the connection hole 40a of the movable plate 40, the latch
portion 50a of the first interlock plate 50 is latched by the
peripheral portion of the opening 11a in the front plate
11 of the carriage to stop the movement of the first inter-
lock plate 50 in a rear direction, and thus the first sup-
porting plate 42 and the second supporting plate 43 are
maintained in a state of being separated by a distance d1.
[0057] In this state, even when the manipulation handle
70 is inserted into the connection hole 40a of the movable
plate 40, a handle connection end portion of the drive
spindle 20 extended to the second supporting plate 43
cannot be connected to the front end portion 70a of the
manipulation handle 70. As a result, the rotating opera-
tion of the drive spindle 20 cannot be carried out. As the
movement of the movable carriage 10 and its supported
circuit breaker main body in a rear direction cannot be
carried out, the draw-in position manipulation of the vac-
uum circuit breaker is basically impossible.
[0058] Furthermore, referring to FIG. 5, if the user op-
erates to rotate the interlock plate operating lever 91 pro-
vided to be exposed to a front plate of the ground switch
operating panel 80 in a counter-clockwise direction, then
the door plate 92 supported by the interlock plate oper-
ating lever 91 is rotated in a counter-clockwise direction
to an open position, and thus the handle connection end
portion 81a of the ground operating shaft 81 in the front
plate of the ground switch operating panel 80 is exposed.
At this time, as the manipulation handle is connected to
the handle connection end portion 81a to rotatably actu-

ate the ground operating shaft 81, the rotational torque
of the ground operating shaft 81 is transferred via the
cam 82, the rod 83, the first arm 85, the main shaft 86,
and the second arm 87 to rotatably drive the ground
switch 88. As a result, the ground switch 88 is brought
into contact with a ground portion (not shown), thereby
allowing the circuit to be grounded.
[0059] As described above, in a ground switch interlock
apparatus of a vacuum circuit breaker according to the
present invention, it is configured such that the first and
the second interlock plate and movable plate are main-
tained to be located at a position moved to the position
for prohibiting the driving and connection of the manipu-
lation handle to prohibit the connection of the manipula-
tion handle when the ground switch is at a ground posi-
tion, the connection of the manipulation handle with a
spindle cannot be carried out when the ground switch is
at a ground position, and thus the drawing-in or drawing-
out of the circuit breaker main body is basically impossi-
ble. As a result, there is provided a ground switch inter-
lock apparatus of a vacuum circuit breaker according to
the present invention, thereby obtaining an effect of ba-
sically preventing the occurrence of a ground fault.
[0060] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
there is provided a return spring for elastically pressing
the movable plate to be located at the manipulation han-
dle connection allowance position, thereby obtaining an
effect that the movable plate is returned to a position
capable of automatically connecting the manipulation
handle by the elastic force of the return spring when the
ground switch is not at a ground position.
[0061] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
there is included a guide mechanism for guiding the sec-
ond interlock plate to be horizontally moved when moving
the first interlock plate to the locking position or the po-
sition for releasing the restraint, thereby obtaining an ef-
fect that the lock or release of the first interlock plate by
the second interlock plate can be correctly and smoothly
carried out.
[0062] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
the guide mechanism comprises a fixed guide protruding
portion and a guide long hole portion provided on the
second interlock plate to accommodate the guide pro-
truding portion and restrict the movement of the second
interlock plate, thereby obtaining a simple construction
that the horizontal movement of the second interlock
plate can be guided with a simple construction of the
guide protruding portion and the guide long hole portion.
[0063] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
the guide mechanism may further comprise a guide rail
configured to guide the movement of the first interlock
plate, an extension plate portion configured to be extend-
ed from the guide rail to a side of the second interlock
plate, and a slide extension portion formed to be extend-
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ed from the second interlock plate to slide on a surface
of the extension plate portion, thereby obtaining an effect
of smoothly performing the movement of the first interlock
plate and the movement of the second interlock plate.
[0064] A ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacu-
um circuit breaker according to the present invention may
further comprise a stopper means for restricting the
movement of the first interlock plate to a rear side, thereby
obtaining an effect of preventing a rear-side end portion
of the first interlock plate from obstructing the relevant
movement when the second interlock plate is moved to
a position of locking the first interlock plate at a ground
position of the ground switch.
[0065] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
the stopper means may comprise a peripheral portion of
an opening into or out of which the first interlock plate is
entered on a front plate of the movable carriage and a
latch portion extended from the first interlock plate and
latched by the peripheral portion of the opening to restrict
the movement of the first interlock plate, thereby obtain-
ing an effect of preventing a rear-side end portion of the
first interlock plate from obstructing the relevant move-
ment when the second interlock plate is moved to a po-
sition of locking the first interlock plate at a ground posi-
tion of the ground switch, in a simple manner, by forming
the latch portion formed at a predetermined length direc-
tional position of the first interlock plate having a height
higher than that of the opening of the movable carriage.
[0066] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
there is further included an interlock operating mecha-
nism capable of moving the second interlock plate to a
position of pushing to the position locking the first inter-
lock plate or a position being separated from the second
interlock plate, thereby obtaining an effect that the user
can manually or motorized drive the interlock operating
mechanism to move the second interlock plate to the
locking position and the separating position.
[0067] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
there is included a operating shaft to be rotated by an
motorized or manual driving torque and a power conver-
sion mechanism for converting a rotational torque of the
operating shaft to a linear driving force pushing the sec-
ond interlock plate, thereby obtaining an effect that a ro-
tational torque of the operating shaft is converted to a
linear driving force to push the second interlock plate to
drive the first interlock plate to be restrained or released.
[0068] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
the power conversion mechanism comprise a lever plate
supported by the operating shaft to be rotated along the
rotation of the operating shaft and an interlock lever po-
sitioned within a rotation locus of the rotating lever plate
to be pushed and rotated by the rotating lever plate and
having a portion being linearly moved along the rotation,
thereby obtaining an effect of converting a rotational

torque of the operating shaft to a linear driving force with
a simple construction of the lever plate and the interlock
lever.
[0069] In a ground switch interlock apparatus of a vac-
uum circuit breaker according to the present invention,
the interlock operating mechanism further comprise a
door plate supported by the operating shaft to be rotated
to a position allowing the access of the manipulation han-
dle and a position prohibiting the access of the manipu-
lation handle with respect to the ground operating shaft
according to the rotation position of the operating shaft,
thereby obtaining an effect that the access of the ground
switch manipulation handle is shielded by the door plate
to prohibit the ground switch to be driven to a ground
position, in a normal operating or maintaining state, such
as a position where the circuit breaker main body is drawn
in and connected to the circuit to form a closed circuit
and supply power from the electric power source to the
load or a drawing-out position.

Claims

1. A ground switch interlock apparatus of a vacuum cir-
cuit breaker, the apparatus being arranged to be in-
terlocked with ground switches (88) of the vacuum
circuit breaker, which are for transferring the rota-
tional torque of a ground operating shaft (81) to drive
three-phases ground switches (88) to the ground po-
sition at the same time, the apparatus comprising:

a drive spindle (20) for drawing in or out a main
body of the vacuum circuit breaker;
a movable plate (40) provided with a connection
hole (40a) to which the front end of a manipula-
tion handle (70) for rotating the drive spindle (20)
may be connected, the movable plate (40) being
movable between a manipulation handle con-
nection allowance position for allowing the ma-
nipulation handle (70) to be connected to the
drive spindle (20) and a manipulation handle
connection prohibition position for prohibiting
the manipulation handle (70) to be connected to
the drive spindle (20);
a first interlock plate (50) connected to the mov-
able plate (40) and movable to move the mov-
able plate (40) to the manipulation handle con-
nection allowance position or the manipulation
handle connection prohibition position; and
a second interlock plate (60) arranged to be
moved to a lock position for locking the first in-
terlock plate (50) at the manipulation handle
connection prohibition position when the ground
switches are at a ground position and movable
to a releasing position for releasing the first in-
terlock plate (50) when the ground switches are
not at a ground position.
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2. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:

a return spring (45) configured to elastically bias
the movable plate (40) to be located at the ma-
nipulation handle connection allowance posi-
tion.

3. The apparatus of claim 1 or 2, further comprising:

a guide mechanism (61, 60a, 51, 51a, 60c) con-
figured to guide the second interlock plate (60)
to be horizontally moved when moving to the
locking position or the releasing position.

4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the guide mech-
anism comprises:

a fixed guide protruding portion (61); and
a guide long hole portion (60a) provided on the
second interlock plate to accommodate the
guide protruding portion (61) and restrict the
movement of the second interlock plate (60).

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the guide mech-
anism further comprises:

a guide rail (51) configured to guide the move-
ment of the first interlock plate (50);
an extension plate portion (51 a) configured to
be extended from the guide rail (51); and
a slide extension portion (60c) formed to be ex-
tended from the second interlock plate (60) to
slide on a surface of the extension plate potion.

6. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising:

a stopper means for restricting the movement
of the first interlock plate (50) to a rear side.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the stopper means
comprises:

a peripheral portion of an opening (11a) into or
out of which the first interlock plate (50) is en-
tered on a front plate (11) of a movable carriage
(10) that supports the main body of the vacuum
circuit breaker to be transferred to a drawing-in
position or drawing-out position; and
a latch portion (50a) formed to be extended from
the first interlock plate (50) and latched by the
peripheral portion of the opening (11a) to restrict
the movement of the first interlock plate (50).

8. The apparatus of any one of the preceding claims,
further comprising:

an interlock operating mechanism (91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97) configured to move between a

position pushing the second interlock plate (60)
to the position locking the first interlock plate (50)
and a position separated from the second inter-
lock plate (60).

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the interlock op-
erating mechanism comprises:

an actuating shaft (93) to be rotated by a motor-
ized or manual driving torque; and
a power conversion mechanism (94, 95, 96, 97)
connected to and driven by the actuating shaft
(93) to convert a rotational torque of the actuat-
ing shaft (93) to a linear driving force for pushing
the second interlock plate (60).

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the power con-
version mechanism comprises:

a lever plate (94) supported by the actuating
shaft (93) to be rotated along with the rotation
of the actuating shaft (93); and
an interlock lever (96) positioned within a rota-
tion locus of the rotating lever plate (94) to be
pushed and rotated by the rotating lever plate
(94), and having a portion being laterally moved
along the rotation.

11. The apparatus of claim 9 or 10, wherein the interlock
operating mechanism further comprises:

a door plate (92) supported by the actuating
shaft (93) to be rotatable between a position al-
lowing the access of the manipulation handle
(70) and a position prohibiting the access of the
manipulation handle (70) with respect to the
ground operating shaft (81) according to the ro-
tation position of the actuating shaft (93).

Patentansprüche

1. Erdungsschaltverriegelungseinrichtung eines Vaku-
umkreisunterbrechers, wobei die Einrichtung so an-
geordnet ist, um mit Erdungsschaltern (88) des Va-
kuumkreisunterbrechers verriegelt zu werden, wel-
che zum Übertragen des Drehmoments einer Er-
dungsbedienwelle (81) sind, um drei-Phasen-Er-
dungssschalter (88) zu der Erdungsposition zur sel-
ben Zeit anzutreiben, wobei die Einrichtung umfasst:

eine Antriebsspindel (20) zum Ziehen eines
Hauptkörpers des Vakuumkreisunterbrechers
hinein oder heraus;
eine bewegbare Platte (40), welche mit einem
Verbindungsloch (40a) versehen ist, mit welcher
das vordere Ende eines Bediengriffes (70) zum
Drehen der Antriebsspindel (20) verbunden
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werden kann, wobei die bewegbare Platte (40)
zwischen einer Bediengriff-verbindbaren Positi-
on, welche die Verbindung des Bediengriffs (70)
mit der Antriebsspindel (20) ermöglicht, und ei-
ner Bediengriffverbindungsverhinderungsposi-
tion zum Verhindern, dass der Bediengriff (70)
mit der Antriebsspindel (20) verbunden wird, be-
wegbar ist;
eine erste Verriegelungsplatte (50), welche mit
der bewegbaren Platte (40) verbunden ist, und
beweglich ist, um die bewegbare Platte (40) zur
Bediengriff-verbindbaren Position oder zur
Bediengriffverbindungsverhinderungsposition
zu bewegen; und
eine zweite Verriegelungsplatte (60), welche so
angeordnet ist, um in eine Rastposition zum Ver-
rasten der ersten Verriegelungsplatte (50) in der
Bediengriffverbindungsverhinderungsposition
bewegt zu werden, wenn die Erdungsschalter
in einer Erdungsposition sind, und welche be-
wegbar zu einer Freigabeposition zum Freige-
ben der ersten Verriegelungsplatte (50), wenn
die Erdungsschalter nicht in der Erdungspositi-
on sind, ist.

2. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin umfassend:

eine Rückholfeder (45), ausgestaltet zum elas-
tischen Beeinflussen der bewegbaren Platte
(40), um an der Bediengriff-verbindbaren Posi-
tion lokalisiert zu werden.

3. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, weiterhin um-
fassend:

einen Führungsmechanismus (61, 60a, 51, 51a,
60c) ausgestaltet zum Führen der zweiten Ver-
riegelungsplatte (60), um horizontal während
der Bewegung zur Rastposition oder zur Frei-
gabeposition bewegt zu werden.

4. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Führungs-
mechanismus umfasst:

einen befestigten Führungsvorsprungabschnitt
(61); und
einen Führungslanglochabschnitt (60a), wel-
cher auf der zweiten Verriegelungsplatte vorge-
sehen ist, um den Führungsvorsprungsab-
schnitt (61) aufzunehmen und die Bewegung
der zweiten Verriegelungsplatte (60) zu be-
grenzen.

5. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Führungs-
mechanismus weiterhin umfasst:

eine Führungsschiene (51), ausgestaltet zum
Führen der Bewegung der ersten Verriege-

lungsplatte (50);
einen Verlängerungsplattenabschnitt (51a),
ausgestaltet um von der Führungsschiene (51)
verlängert zu werden; und
eine Gleitverlängerungsabschnitt (60c), wel-
cher so ausgebildet ist, um von der zweiten Ver-
riegelungsplatte (60) verlängert zu werden, um
auf einer Oberfläche des Verlängerungsplatten-
abschnitts zu gleiten.

6. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 1, weiterhin umfassend:

ein Sperrmittel zum Begrenzen der Bewegung
der ersten Verriegelungsplatte (50) zu einer
Rückseite.

7. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Sperrmittel
umfasst:

einen Umfangsabschnitt einer Öffnung (11a), in
welche oder aus welcher die erste Verriege-
lungsplatte (50) auf eine Frontplatte (11) eines
bewegbaren Wagens (10) eingeführt wird, wel-
cher den Hauptkörper des Vakuumkreisunter-
brechers stützt, um zu einer Einzugsposition
oder Auszugsposition überführt zu werden; und
einen Riegelabschnitt (50a), welcher ausgebil-
det ist, um von der ersten Verriegelungsplatte
(50) verlängert zu werden, und um durch den
Umfangsabschnitt der Öffnung (11a) verriegelt
zu werden, um die Bewegung der ersten Ver-
riegelungsplatte (50) zu begrenzen.

8. Einrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, weiterhin umfassend:

einen Verriegelungsbedienmechanismus (91,
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97), ausgestaltet um sich zwi-
schen einer Position, welche die zweite Verrie-
gelungsplatte (60) zu der Position, welche die
ersten Verriegelungsplatte (50) sperrt, schiebt,
und einer von der zweiten Verriegelungsplatte
(60) getrennten Position zu bewegen.

9. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Verriege-
lungsbedienmechanismus umfasst:

eine Antriebswelle (93), welche durch ein moto-
risiertes oder manuelles Antriebsdrehmoment
gedreht werden kann, und
einen Leistungswandelmechanismus (94, 95,
96, 97), welcher mit der Antriebswelle (93) ver-
bunden und dadurch angetrieben ist, um ein
Drehmoment der Antriebswelle (93) in eine line-
are Antriebskraft zum Schieben der zweiten
Verriegelungsplatte (60) umzuwandeln.

10. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 9, wobei der Leistungs-
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umwandelmechanismus umfasst:

eine Hebelplatte (94), welche durch die An-
triebswelle (93) gestützt ist, um mit der Drehung
der Antriebswelle (93) weiter gedreht zu wer-
den; und
einen Verriegelungshebel (96), welcher inner-
halb eines Drehortes der sich drehenden Hebel-
platte (94) positioniert ist, um durch die sich dre-
hende Hebelplatte (94) geschoben und gedreht
zu werden, und welcher einen Abschnitt auf-
weist, der lateral entlang der Achse bewegt wird.

11. Einrichtung nach Anspruch 9 oder 10, wobei der Ver-
riegelungsbedienmechanismus weiterhin umfasst:

eine Türplatte (92), welche durch die Antriebs-
welle (93) gestützt ist, um zwischen einer Posi-
tion, die Zugang zum Bediengriff (70) gewährt,
und einer Position, die den Zugang zum Bedien-
griff (70) verhindert, in Bezug auf die Erdungs-
bedienwelle (81) gemäß der Drehposition der
Antriebswelle (93) drehbar zu sein.

Revendications

1. Appareil de verrouillage de commutateur de mise à
la terre d’un disjoncteur à vide, l’appareil étant agen-
cé pour être verrouillé avec des commutateurs de
mise à la terre (88) du disjoncteur à vide, qui sont
destinés à transférer le couple de rotation d’un arbre
de commande de mise à la terre (81) pour entraîner
des commutateurs de mise à la terre triphasés (88)
à la position de mise à la terre en même temps, l’ap-
pareil comprenant :

une broche d’entraînement (20) pour faire ren-
trer ou sortir un corps principal du disjoncteur à
vide ;
une plaque mobile (40) dotée d’un trou de con-
nexion (40a) auquel l’extrémité avant d’un man-
che de manipulation (70) pour mettre en rotation
la broche d’entraînement (20) peut être connec-
té, la plaque mobile (40) étant mobile entre une
position d’autorisation de connexion de manche
de manipulation pour permettre au manche de
manipulation (70) d’être connectée à la broche
d’entraînement (20) et une position d’interdic-
tion de connexion de manche de manipulation
pour interdire au manche de manipulation (70)
d’être connecté à la broche d’entraînement
(20) :

une première plaque de verrouillage (50)
connectée à la plaque mobile (40) et mobile
pour déplacer la plaque mobile (40) à la po-
sition d’autorisation de connexion de man-

che de manipulation ou à la position d’inter-
diction de connexion de manche de
manipulation ; et
une deuxième plaque de verrouillage (60)
agencée pour être déplacée à une position
de verrouillage pour verrouiller la première
plaque de verrouillage (50) à la position d’in-
terdiction de connexion de manche de ma-
nipulation lorsque les commutateurs de mi-
se à la terre sont à une position de mise à
la terre, et mobile à une position de libéra-
tion pour libérer la première plaque de ver-
rouillage (50) lorsque les commutateurs de
mise à la terre ne sont pas à une position
de mise à la terre.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

un ressort de rappel (45) configuré pour solliciter
élastiquement la plaque mobile (40) pour qu’elle
soit située à la position d’autorisation de con-
nexion de manche de manipulation.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant
en outre :

un mécanisme de guidage (61, 60a, 51, 51a,
60c) configuré pour guider la deuxième plaque
de verrouillage (60) pour qu’elle soit déplacée
horizontalement lorsqu’elle se déplace à la po-
sition de verrouillage ou à la position de libéra-
tion.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le mé-
canisme de guidage comprend :

une partie de guidage fixe en saillie (61) ; et
une partie de trou oblong de guidage (60a) pré-
vue sur la deuxième plaque de verrouillage pour
loger la partie de guidage en saillie (61) et res-
treindre le mouvement de la deuxième plaque
de verrouillage (60).

5. Appareil selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le mé-
canisme de guidage comprend en outre :

un rail de guidage (51) configuré pour guider le
mouvement de la première plaque de verrouilla-
ge (50) ;
une partie de plaque d’extension (51a) configu-
rée pour être étendue depuis le rail de guidage
(51) ; et
une partie d’extension de coulissement (60c)
formée pour être étendue depuis la deuxième
plaque de verrouillage (60) pour coulisser sur
une surface de la partie de plaque d’extension.
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6. Appareil selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

un moyen de butée pour restreindre le mouve-
ment de la première plaque de verrouillage (50)
à un côté arrière.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel le
moyen de butée comprend :

une partie périphérique d’une ouverture (11a)
dans ou hors de laquelle la première plaque de
verrouillage (50) est entrée sur une plaque avant
(11) d’un chariot mobile (10) qui supporte le
corps principal du disjoncteur à vide pour être
transférée à une position d’entrée ou à une po-
sition de sortie ; et
une partie de loquet (50a) formée pour être éten-
due depuis la première plaque de verrouillage
(50) et verrouillée par la partie périphérique de
l’ouverture (11a) pour restreindre le mouvement
de la première plaque de verrouillage (50).

8. Appareil selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant en outre :

un mécanisme de commande de verrouillage
(91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97) configuré pour se
déplacer entre une position poussant la deuxiè-
me plaque de verrouillage (60) à la position ver-
rouillant la première plaque de verrouillage (50)
et une position séparée de la deuxième plaque
de verrouillage (60).

9. Appareil selon la revendication 8, dans lequel le mé-
canisme de commande de verrouillage comprend :

un arbre d’actionnement (93) destiné à être mis
en rotation par un couple d’entraînement moto-
risé ou manuel ; et
un mécanisme de conversion de puissance (94,
95, 96, 97) connecté à l’arbre d’actionnement
(93) et entraîné par celui-ci pour convertir un
couple de rotation de l’arbre d’actionnement
(93) en une force d’entraînement linéaire pour
pousser la deuxième plaque de verrouillage
(60).

10. Appareil selon la revendication 9, dans lequel le mé-
canisme de conversion de puissance comprend :

une plaque de levier (94) supportée par l’arbre
d’actionnement (93) destinée à être mise en ro-
tation avec la rotation de l’arbre d’actionnement
(93) ; et
un levier de verrouillage (96) positionné à l’inté-
rieur d’un lieu de rotation de la plaque de levier
rotative (94) pour être poussé et mis en rotation

par la plaque de levier rotative (94), et ayant une
partie déplacée latéralement avec la rotation.

11. Appareil selon la revendication 9 ou 10, dans lequel
le mécanisme de commande de verrouillage com-
prend en outre :

une plaque de porte (92) supportée par l’arbre
d’actionnement (93) pour être rotative entre une
position autorisant l’accès du manche de mani-
pulation (70) et une position interdisant l’accès
du manche de manipulation (70) par rapport à
l’arbre de commande de mise à la terre (81) se-
lon la position de rotation de l’arbre d’actionne-
ment (93).
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